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An English - Telugu Machine Translation System: A Proposal


1. Why Machine Translation?:

Greater amounts of information is being created and available only in a few dominant languages which are unknown to vast majority of masses. Billions of rupees needed to be spent on translating or teaching these dominant languages. Both these processes are extremely slow. Learning the dominant language to access information, pushes the other languages to the second class status and ultimately towards the loss of that language and the associated culture.

	Machine translation saves time, money, and culture.

2. MT as Science Fiction to Practical Reality!:

MT has transcended from the early years when it was harshly criticized for its inefficiency and infeasibility. Modern approaches with linguistic knowledge at its core have greatly changed the perception.  There have been dozens of sustained efforts in making MT not only a possibility (constraints exists) but also a necessary activity. One may draw inspiration from such success stories of Taum Meteo, Systran, Eurotra.

3. MT is hard:

The two main reasons that make MT hard are :
i) 1. Human language is a chaotic system: Rules of the game unpredictably break down. Systemic gaps exist. Metaphorical use of language is not uncommon; and, 2. Natural Languages differ from one another in infinite ways;  3. Human languages are incredibly large systems to be handled in a short span of time. MT is a Knowledge intensive activity.
  
ii) Communication through human language involves a great deal of world knowledge, which is independent of linguistic knowledge.
  
iii) a.) The state of the art knowledge in Linguistics, Artificial Intelligence and Computer Science, in spite of the phenominal growth, it precludes even near simulation of human language phenomena. b.) No language independent knowledge representation techniques yet exist. c.) Modern advanced theories of linguistics like Principles and Parametric theory is found to be hard for computing with the available state of art in computer science and artificial intelligence.

However, these hard things can be overcome if one believes in the practical utility of the system's output in spite of its short comings such as yielding not so high qualitative output.


4. MT System's Architecture:

The two approaches that are considered as the most dominant in the architecture of MT system are: i) the one that is dominated by Direct Transfer Based (DTB) approach and, ii)the other newer, indirect or Linguistic Knowledge Based (LKB) approach (see, fig. 1). The major difference between these two is that the latter one involves abstract and relatively deeper analysis of the languages concerned. This is in consonance with the idea that the quality of the output of the MT system is considerably high when the linguistic knowledge input is qualitatively good.

The simpler and the faster way of building an MT system is not to start from the scratch but acquiring certain existing components which are developed  and readily available. The components of English as the Source Language Module like MA (Morphological Analyser for English), Chunker, and parser for English may be adapted. Recently IIIT, Hyderabad had made a similar effort by bringing together of available components of English module and developing a super structure on the top of these which communicates with the rest of the submodules.

4.1 Components of English Text to Telugu Text MT System:
 
Modularity has long been recognised in linguistic theory as an essential requirement and its implementation ensures better performance in terms of its flexibility for future evolution.
  
The two major components of E-T text to text MT system are : 1. English, the SL component and 2. the Telugu TL subcomponent.

1. The three important modules of the English component consists of a Morphological Analyzer, a Parser, and a Chunker.

1b.	English Morphological Analyzer: It is relatively easier to build but  takes considerable time to reach greater  coverage. There are quite a few Morphological analyzers for English, and some of them are on GPL license too. 

1c.	Chunker: Chunker is essentially a local word grouper which identifies boundaries between sequences or groups of words. It feeds on the analysis of a Morphological analyzer. Often it is a component of a parser. Chunker, though, does not take long time to build but requires the combination of linguistic and statistical efforts.

1d.	Parser: A Parser identifies the functional structures of the components of a sentence. It is the most important and the most difficult part of the module. There have been a number of attempts all over the world in building parsers for English. Most of the efforts involved sophisticated algorithms and latest grammar formalisms.  It takes a minimum of five years to build a parser which works on unrestricted text whose recognition rate ranges over 35% to 85%. Some of the best parsers have taken more than a couple of decades to reach the higher ranges of recognition rate.

2.0 Target Language (Telugu) Component:

This is the most crucial component which is responsible for the conversion of English text  into Telugu. There are five independently identifiable modules: (f) Word Group Sequencing  Module - WGSM, (e) Lexical & Functor Word Substitution Module, (d) Agreement Feature Percolation Module, (c) Long Distance Feature  Unification Module and finally the crucial, (b) Telugu Generator.

2f. WGSM: In this module the output of the SL i.e. English component is rearranged according to the near native word order of Telugu.

2e.	LFSM: It is the largest and the most stable module. It is developed over a number of years. It is specifically designed to suit to the specific demands of the English-Telugu MAT system ensuring  wider coverage. 

Machine Readable Dictionaries (Lexical and Functor) that make up lexical and functors substitution module are very specific for MT and differ from conventional dictionaries meant for human use.  It is often said that the size and quality of this component greatly contributes to the scope and coverage of the system and the quality of the translation. This is the most expensive component of the any MAT system: To illustrate, consider, there is no word level equivalence for the words of the source language in the target language as in the following negative English words. Hence, the use of artificial notation at one level is a necessary event. 

	"nobody","p","~Fsª«sLRiW " 
	"never","D","~FsxmsöV²R¶W"  "
	"nothing","D","~ GdsV "
	"nowhere","D","~FsNRPä²y "
	 
('~'=feature for negation has to be factored out to synthesize a negative verb from the available affirmative one, see the example output.)

In a recent meet of the National Committee for Integrated Machine Aided Translation System (NCIMAT) constituted by the Ministry of Communication and Information Technology, Government of India, held at the University of Hyderabad, on 25/04/2003 appealed for the incorporation of knowledge of the semantic space (Wordnet, Ontology) into the MAT lexicon. At least a lexicon of modest size (10K) of frequently used  vocabulary, needs to be built for such an application.

2d.	AFPM: This is the module which is responsible for appropriate readability of the output. The features of  head of the subject NP are transported to the finite form of the main verb in the clause. Besides, the subject-Main Verb agreement, in the case of non-verbal predicates, where pronominalized nouns and adjectives show agreement with the Subject of the sentence, eg. I am a student  `nenui oVka vixyArWinii'., He is very fortunate `vAdui cAlA axqRtavaMwudui.

2c.	LDFUM: This is the module where many syntactic phenomena of English are converted into their corresponding of morphological structures in Telugu. It includes, for example, the use of negative words (nobody, nothing, never, nonsense, etc.) - when occur in a clause,  the negation has to be  factored out  and needs to be unified with the affirmative verb to construct a morphological negative verb form. Similarly, the functional features from the syntactic use of adverbs and particles have to be factored out and unified with the non-finite verb form in Telugu.

2b.	Telugu Generator: Finally the most important module that enables word-form generation is the Telugu generator. The coverage of Telugu generator is dependent on Telugu root word dictionary and their correct identification in terms of category and paradigm types. Unlike the other modules, a failure of generator has a serious effect on the appreciation of the system - on the part of the users.

3.	Resolution Module otherwise known as Contrastive Linguistic Knowledge  module is another important component of the system. It is built on the Contrastive Grammatical Knowledge gathered and organised into different phases - to be used as interface between the Internal modules of the system and the output. The main purpose of this module is to obtain disambiguated output by allowing to interfere with the system at every point of the processes; for example preposition disambiguation, resolution of the lexical ambiguity by domain identification etc.

5. Resources:

We need to concentrate on developing various TL modules specified in the 2nd component. Currently Centre for Applied Linguistics and Translation Studies (CALTS) has about 40k English-Telugu MT Lexicon, an exhaustive English-Telugu TAM dictionary, and an English-Telugu idioms dictionary and 65k Telugu root word Lexicon. A robust Generator for Telugu is built at CALTS and is plugged into Shakti MT system developed at IIITH. The major part of our efforts and resources should be focused on the development of Transfer grammar involving the components 2c, 2d  and 2e. The success of English-Telugu MT is dependent on the effort and the resources we put in realizing this goal.

In the next three years, we need to concentrate on the following: (see the bar chart)

1.	Improve the existing 40k ETMAT Lexicon   (6 months)
2.	Develop 25k English-Telugu MAT Lexicon   (1-24 months)
3.	Constant improving of Transfer Grammar Module  ( 2 years)
4.	Testing large amounts of English Texts as part of system development  (2 years)
5.	Beta version release and Experimental deployment/testing in actual use and feed
       back improvement  (third year)

6. Funding:

The proposed activity in order to be realized, it is estimated that we may required the following funding.(Figures are given lakhs of Rupees).

	Non-recurring:(Equipment: Laptop pc4; Software; BNC subscr.)          2.00
       Recurring :

				1. Programmer (1*10k*12*3)		= 03.60 
				2. Linguists (2*10k*12*3) 		= 07.20 
				3. Contingency			= 01.50 
				4. Honoraria				= 00.75
				5. Travel 				= 00.50
				 Total 					= 13.55 	 13.55		

   	Net Total:									=15.55 
		
				Overheads(@15%)					= 02.30
Grand Total								     Rs. = 17.85
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